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Relevel and its blockers!
Relevel is a test assessment platform where graduates and entry-level job seekers can 
take tests and showcase their skills and get hired at top startups. The product is led by 
Shashank Murali, founder of TapChief which was acquired by edtech giant Unacademy.

We'll first look at what the product does at a high level then understand the business 
and the founders' vision after which we'll understand the user and their needs. Finally, 
we'll look at the business pain points and opportunities that could help Revel go 10x 
from where they are today!

What does Relevel do?
The product in its current stage provides three different categories of tests like Business 
Development, Frontend Engineering, and Backend Engineering. Graduates and job 
seekers with less than 3 years of experience can take the test, improve their profile and 
apply for top jobs on the platform.

Competitors
Relevel is not the first test assessment platform and definitely not the first product where 
companies can hire top talent. Some of the big companies which are competitors are 
LinkedIn and Indeed, then there are startups like Cutshort and HackerRank where users 
can give a test to show their skills and stand out from the crowd. Some other 
competitors also include Pesto Tech and Lambda School which help users get top-
paying jobs at big companies and charge a part of the salary as their course fee.

Business Model
Relevel started off as paid test where users had to pay and register to be a part of the 
test platform and then give the tests, followed by the grooming and hiring process. 
However, currently, the tests are free to take. Companies can register and pay a certain 
fee to get access to the top talent who have taken the Revel tests. 

So as we can see currently there is no revenue coming from the job seeker side, 
however, there is some revenue coming from the companies who want to hire from the 
platform. In order to solve that and discover some new revenue streams, we'll now look 
at some of the pain points that users might face that we might want to solve which 
would, in turn, help Revel grow its user base as well as retain them and make revenue 
as well.

User

Customer Journey
Developer Dinesh - A 22 year old recently graduated as a software engineer

Scenario + Expectation

Dinesh is looking for a job after completing is engineering from a Tier-2 college where:

gets a market salary
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opportunity to learn and grow

Journey Phases

Awareness →Aquisition →Activation → Retention → Revenue →Referral

Journey Map

Phases -
>

Awareness Aquisition Activation Retention Referral

Actions

Dinesh looks at
the various
avenues he has
for his job search
- campus
placements, job
portals like
LinkedIn and new
age test-taking
platforms like
Revel and
Cutshort

He decides
to give
Revel a
shot and try
to get a job
based on
the skillset
he is gotten
over last
few years

Dinesh takes the
test, and
manages to get
a decent score
that get's him to
the top 90
percentile

He then
goes through
the journey
of getting
guidance
from Relevel
experts -
building
portfolio and
getting
interview
ready

Having gotten
a placement at
top startup with
a good
compensation
Dinesh tells his
peers to take
the test as well
and land their
dream jobs!

Mindsets

Campus
placements
doesn't seem
attractive as the
compensation is
not that great,
response rate on
LinkedIn hasn't
been good so far
so he is a little
worried

He is
nervous but
excited as
well
because he
has nothing
to lose in
giving the
test which
might land
him his
dream job

The hardwork
has paid off and
now he's got a
good score
which not only
increases his job
chances but
also something
he can flaunt
with his peers as
well

He really
likes the fact
that the test
is not a be-
all-end-all
and that
Relevel also
grooms him
to be
interview as
well as job
ready

He is now
excited to start
his new job,
and it is
looking forward
to know what
lies ahead

Emotions Low High High High Medium

Ideal Persona
Rohini is a 23 year old, B Com graduate, working as a sales professional at a small 
firm

She doesn't like her job as the work is monotonous, no scope for growth and no 
good use of the skills and knowledge she has

She wants to look for opportunities with better compensation and more growth 
opportunities

The usual recruitment portals are not much of help as she keeps getting offers from 
similar companies and her resume doesn't do a good job of representing her skills

Jobs to be done
Graduates and early professionals feel unsatisfied with their current jobs both in 
terms of compensation and opportunities for growth and are looking for alternatives

https://www.notion.so/Actions-4396fe50d36c414d98febca56b006746
https://www.notion.so/Mindsets-4b48b89a12cf4f91a150d4d44373c9f1
https://www.notion.so/Emotions-5561017fba3b4f40a623a4d8f166c86f
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Graduates and early professionals have the skills to required for new-age startups 
but do not get recognition in the highly competitive hiring space

Some graduates also feel the need to polish their skills to be ready to apply to top 
companies

Business Opportunities
Before we dive into the business opportunities and pain points let's look at a breakdown 
of the problem at a high level through the following mind map:

Opportunities

Pain Point Priority Category Impact Reach Effort Cost

Jobseekers want
to gain the
necessary skills
needed for a job

1 learning medium medium high high

Jobseekers are
not happy with
sort of work they
are doing at the
moment

3 transition medium low medium low

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lqEdnPk=/?invite_link_id=698643213474
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-want-to-gain-the-necessary-skills-needed-for-a-job-e744ddee58c848549a71109da57e1b94
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-are-not-happy-with-sort-of-work-they-are-doing-at-the-moment-68bb7c0d062c45a083ae0cc91347169a
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Pain Point Priority Category Impact Reach Effort Cost

Jobseekers feel
underpaid even
after being highly
skilled at their job

2 transition medium medium medium low

Jobseekers little
to no idea about
what to expect in
the interview

2 learning low high high high

Jobseekers feel
the need to
interact with
people in the
same field
looking for a
similar job

2 learning high high high medium

Companies find it
difficult to hire
talent which is
highly skilled at
what they do

2 quality high high medium high

Jobseekers want
show off their
skills and
achievements
and their field of
work

2 quality medium medium medium medium

Jobseekers feel
lost in terms of
their career after
they get out of
college

3 learning high medium low low

Companies want
to hire top talent
but only for short
periods of time

3 velocity low low medium medium

Companies have
a sudden need
for a high volume
of new hires
because of the
growth trajectory

1 volume high medium medium medium

https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-feel-underpaid-even-after-being-highly-skilled-at-their-job-f442db65eb7c4e5686e1a670845b3b1e
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-little-to-no-idea-about-what-to-expect-in-the-interview-d97030f28dde4a74ae19951a760f5020
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-feel-the-need-to-interact-with-people-in-the-same-field-looking-for-a-similar-job-8f49e9c5b5fd4a9188d8efa562161139
https://www.notion.so/Companies-find-it-difficult-to-hire-talent-which-is-highly-skilled-at-what-they-do-5afb8aa62e7e49cbb4a0532f750eed93
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-want-show-off-their-skills-and-achievements-and-their-field-of-work-5500a687aa2b496d9e30bb7673e2e1d3
https://www.notion.so/Jobseekers-feel-lost-in-terms-of-their-career-after-they-get-out-of-college-8301ac8343924dd08031ff9df20f556f
https://www.notion.so/Companies-want-to-hire-top-talent-but-only-for-short-periods-of-time-fdb0c019bd7647bb889d3fb80fc97626
https://www.notion.so/Companies-have-a-sudden-need-for-a-high-volume-of-new-hires-because-of-the-growth-trajectory-c837432dee054d38ac94dac44e245582
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Pain Point Priority Category Impact Reach Effort Cost

Companies end
up spending a lot
of time
onboarding a new
hire because of
technology
mismatch and
environments
changing

2 velocity low medium medium high

Companies end
up spending a lot
of time on new
hires because of
formalities

3 volume low high medium high

Prioritizing Opportunities
Relevel could either take the wide approach of diversifying into giving tests for other 
domains such as Product Management, Design, Digital Marketing, etc or take the going 
deep approach by focussing on the engineering and sales domain and building a good 
ecosystem around it to help job seekers and companies alike to hire in these 2 domains 
only for now.

We'll look at solutions that would solve for some all priority 1 opportunities and in turn 
end up solving for some priority 2 opportunities as well

1.  Learning Community - Community-based learning is becoming very popular and 
Revel could leverage the early adopters of the platform and form a community 
where engineers can discuss their doubts regarding jobs, technology, learning as 
well share side projects and collaborate with each other.

a. Free - Current and past Revel users learn, share and collaborate with each 
other. Forum to discuss career opportunities and new developments in their 
field of interest

b. Paid - Current job-seeking individuals get access to a library of content that is 
original as well as aggregated from the internet to accelerate their learning and 
seek mentorship from Relevel alumni

2. Cohort Based Courses(CBCs)

a. Personal - Short duration(2-4 weeks) courses by experts in their fields and 
community interaction to collaborate on real-world problems and build a 
portfolio to be job-ready

b. Corporate - Companies looking to upskill a bunch of their current employees or 
hire a group of engineers with a specific skill set can sign up for this. A group of 
engineers could take this course and be job-ready for that particular company.

https://www.notion.so/Companies-end-up-spending-a-lot-of-time-onboarding-a-new-hire-because-of-technology-mismatch-and-env-722ee4dcb1654c6686b1e250f9dc2792
https://www.notion.so/Companies-end-up-spending-a-lot-of-time-on-new-hires-because-of-formalities-5f4bbdcea4ff4f1cac1c6b6478c22c92

